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Mr. Kenneth D. stone, 
1800 Engel Road, 
room 443, 
LAWRENCE. KANSAS 66045. U.S.A. 

Dear Mr. stone, 

9th. May, 1975 

Dr. Talbot has passed your very amusing let�er on to me since 
I deal with all matters concerning the Australian Aborigines in this 
Museum. . .

I was delighted to learn that Professor John D. Bremner is 
still busy spreading Australian culture in the ignorant wastes of the 
United States·. However, his introduction of the key word "Muckadillan 

to all the students taking his classes year after year has set us a pretty 
problem; the difficulty being that a great many of the local Aboriginal 
names appearing on the map in Australia were collected by early settlers 
or surveyors and greatly oorI'Upted in the process. Also, such people rarely 
took the trouble to record the meanings of these words, so we are left with 
a plethora of fascinating place names without any meanings or any possibility 
of ascertaining their meanings since the languages of a great many of the 
settled areas have totally disappeared • 

. However, in an effort to answer your obviously very heartfelt 
enquiry, I have looked through a considerable number of vocabularies from 
southern Queensland and northern New South Wales which were collected by early 
settlers and have come up with the following information which must not under 
any circumstances be taken to be the definit,ive. There is another Queensland 
town called Dulbydilla, of which the meaning is given as· "black waterhole". 
This leads me to think that the en:ling -dilla must mean waterhole since 
"Dulby" sounds very black to me. Regarding the ''Mucka" part of the word I 
have only been able to find two references which are actually in New South Wales 
dialects. One gives Mooki as meaning"a hard stone"and. the other gives Mucki 
as meaning "a creek". So I think you can take your pick as to whether 
Muckad�lla means a stony waterhole or a waterhole in a creek. 

. I am sorry that these 
I could, of course, have let my 
be unscientific. 

rather vagu,e attributions are so unromantic. 
imagina-fia.n' ·run ri�t 1:rut feel that this would 
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Incidentally, the small town of Muckadilla lies between the larger 
settlements of Mitchell and Roma in south central Queensland. A neighbouring 
village is Mu.ngallala ·and this means "the drumming of emus" which is a much 
more interesting concept since it refers to the curious hollow sound they make 
when their feet beat upon the dry ground. Perhaps you could persuade 
Professor Bremner to use the latter word in future when berating his students. 


